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This is the season when Church choirs throughout the kingdom are preparing all the music required 
for Remembrance, Advent and Christmas.  It also gives many people the opportunity to spend time in 
Church and we are so lucky here in Wadhurst to have such a lovely Parish Church to admire and in which 
to seek a bit of peace and quiet.

With this photograph in hand, it would be the right time to find out what has changed or not, as the case 
may be.  Why not go and explore the building in greater depth?  There are so many discoveries to be 
made:  the messages on the iron grave slabs, the tragic stories behind the windows of the chancel, the 
memorial screen in front of the bell chamber, the stained glass window behind the font and its creator, 
the details on the woodwork of the choir stalls and pulpit, the memorials.................  Happy exploring!
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Meetings to come:

Your new Membership cards 
give you the full list 

of 2020 talks and speakers.

Talks begin at 8 pm 
and take place in the 

Commemoration Hall.

Bar opens at 7.30.

Thurs 7th November: 
“Sussex Gravestones and Graves” 

by Kevin Gordon

Thurs 12th December: 
AGM with mulled wine and mince pies, 

and then Katharine Collett returns 
to tell us about Victorian Christmas 

in words and music.

MONTHLY TALKS:

July 2019: 
FOOD of the GODS

(The Utterly Divine History of Chocolate)
by Russell Bowes

Cleverly lacing his talk with excerpts from both Roald Dahl’s 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and the Gene Wilder film 
Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory, Russell brought the 
story of chocolate very much to life, his animated screen 
sequences adding to the theatricality of the presentation.

Taking Charlie Bucket (our audience) through the WHERE 
door, he explained that chocolate comes from trees, found, 
for example, in the Equatorial Guinea rainforest. Chocolate 
grows only within 20° latitude of the Equator, in Central 
America, South America, West Africa, and Indonesia, its 
trees pollinated by midges, requiring decaying leaves, heat, 
and damp in the plantations. Between 6 and 8 months are 
needed for the flowers to turn into a pod, inside which the 
beans are surrounded by white pulp. Beans pass through 
various colours: green, yellow, orange, pink, and brown. 
Apparently, the scent of the pink and white flowers, actually 
growing on the trunk of the tree [a botanical phenomenon 
known as ‘colliflori’], sends midges wild with excitement, 
although only around 10% of pollination is successful. The 
Linnæus classification theobroma cacao (1753) has been 
applied to the tree, its first element meaning ‘food of the 
gods’, its second accounting for the term ‘cacao’ or ‘cocoa’.

Then, through the WHEN door, we met historic Mayans, in 
the lands of Mexico and Guatemala, where the pods were 
used as currency, for trading, fifty beans perhaps buying 
one a rabbit, 150 a chicken, 500 a piglet; our Christmas tree 
chocolates in gold foil reflect this practice. Even in those 
times, unscrupulous people would pass off beans, filled with 
mud, hence, as we say, ‘not worth a bean’. Villagers would 
pound beans into a cup of chocolate, since chocolate was 
known initially, and for a long time, as a drink, rather than 
the solid confectionery item which we know today.

Beans were roasted, peeled, ground under heat, then 
immersed in hot water, becoming frothy and aerated. It 
was the drink of gods, warriors and kings, being dark, rich, 
complex, with a spicy, bitter aftertaste serving to make the 
brain feel happy, just as chocolate is universally popular and 
apt to give people a ‘high’ nowadays.

In the 1500s, the Conquistadors arrived. Having overcome 
the Aztecs, they turned their attention to the Mayans, 
and, by the 1630s, the Spanish and Portuguese were the 
undisputed masters, enslaving native peoples, plundering, 
and sending away to Europe exotic plants such as maize, 
tomatoes, tobacco, and cocoa beans. A supply of the 
chocolate drink was kept at San Cristobal, Mexico, 
for consumption during High Mass, but, when a bishop
disapproved of this, the people boycotted Mass, and passed a 
poisoned pot of chocolate to His Grace, who succumbed the 
following day. Wisely, his successor let things be!
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Chocolate, the drink, was served in a silver pot, or 
chocolatière, in the lid of which was an aperture for a 
frothing stick, or molinet. Sweetened with sugar stirred with 
a spoon, it was drunk accompanied by pastries dunked in 
chocolate. In the Burgtheater, Vienna, 1790, Mozart’s Così 
fan tutte has Despina, the maidservant, preparing chocolate, 
and, despite her not being permitted to taste it, she wishes to 
try it anyway......

●●●

Our cacao beans, shrivelled and pale, lie in a stall in big piles, 
stirred twice daily and left to ferment, then passed to another 
stall, and so on, up to eight stalls in all. On Grenada, shells 
are removed by walking on the beans, next sieved through 
a kind of tumble dryer, rendering them bitter and nibbly. 
These nibs are then roasted and sent to hoppers, thence to a 
milling shed, ground into a cocoa mass, until the cocoa liquor 
emerges. Sugar and milk are added, the whole being turned 
into bars, every single pod from one tree being required to 
make just one bar.

Within the EU, milk chocolate must contain >25% cocoa 
solids, plain chocolate at least 35%, while black (baking) 
chocolate requires 98%; however, ‘white’ chocolate is 
widely considered not to be a true chocolate at all, since it 
bears no cocoa liquor, and has been classified, in the USA, as 
‘white edible candy’. 

Until 1847, chocolate remained a drink, until Fry [a leading 
Quaker chocolate maker, like Rowntree and Cadbury] 
realised that, if cocoa butter were removed, melted cocoa 
butter reintroduced, and the matter poured into a mould, 
the substance would set into the shape of a bar. Initially, 
it became plain chocolate, but Peter, then Nestlé, in 1875, 
employed powdered milk and added sugar, so producing 
milk chocolate. In 1879, Lindt, with his ‘conching’ process, 
made his chocolate brittle, giving it the property of being 
able to be snapped.

Russell concluded his talk by offering his opinion that the 
best chocolate is the expensive kind, brittle, able to snap, 
and best eaten, not by crunching it between the teeth, but by 
applying it to the tip of the tongue and letting it melt in the 
mouth. He then awarded some chocolate to one member of 
our audience lucky to have found, under his seat, that Golden 
Ticket so prized by Charlie Bucket.

Stefan Gatward

September 2019:  

THE PRISONERS of WAR at 
SISSINGHURST CASTLE

by Peter Mellor

Attired, somewhat appropriately, in black tricorn hat, his 
replica Brown Bess musket close at hand, Peter Mellor 
presented a vivid account of the wretched life of French 
naval prisoners at Sissinghurst during the period of the Seven 
Years’ War (1756-1763), together with some interesting detail 
of their English militia guards’ uniform and weaponry. 

Sissinghurst as we can never see her now.

Sissinghurst had not been a castle in any accepted sense, 
but prisoners, writing home, cited their address as Chateau 
Sissinghurst, so that name has remained, rendered in English 
as Sissinghurst Castle, to the present day.

Initially, 1700 prisoners were housed there, a figure rising 
to around 3000 at its height. Little positive evidence obtains 
of the layout at the time, but there was, apparently, a large, 
three-sided Tudor mansion. George Walpole, in 1752, wrote 
of “a fine garden, 120 feet by 18 feet on one side” [possibly 
the North]. Captain Francis Grose, of the Surrey Militia, had 
made a drawing in 1760, and, similarly, Richard Godfrey 
offered an illustrated interpretation from the ruins in 1767, 
while, in 1830, James Willis of Tenterden gave his rendition 
in ink and dye. At least ten ‘wards’ held the prisoners, each 
ward bearing a name, one being the ‘Over the Black Hole 
Ward’.

Conditions were, as may be inferred from the above-
named ward, extremely primitive. Men slept in hammocks, 
ventilation poor, the stench unimaginable. Rations 
included 1½ pounds of [mouldy] bread, ¾ pound of meat 
[misappropriation by the guards generally reduced even 
this amount], and 1 quart of [seriously watered-down] 
ale. Drinking water required boiling, and latrines were 
completely unhygienic. In fact, Peter informed us that body 
odour, halitosis, and soiled undergarments was the norm in 
18th century Britain!

Militia recruits were balloted by parishes under the Militia 
Act (1757), Lords Lieutenant of counties being responsible 
for raising numbers, each man being required to serve for 
three years. Not only were West Kent Militia posted to 
Sissinghurst, but also Surrey, Hampshire, and Leicestershire 
detachments. Perhaps surprisingly, given the period, men 
averaged 5’6” in height; they wore red uniform with facings 
of another hue (Cranbrook grey, for example), a black tricorn 
hat with Hanoverian cockade, white-powdered wig, and a 
queue [pigtail]. Weaponry included a musket of Brown Bess 
type, quality controlled by the Tower of London, and a short 
sword, known as a ‘hanger’. The ordinary ranks lived under 
canvas, while officers were billeted at the George Hotel, 
Cranbrook.

Unlike the more disciplined Royal Navy, and, to a certain 
extent the Army, the militia was not populated by pleasant 
characters, the order of the day including the incarceration, 
bullying, beatings, and general degradation of prisoners. 
Despite such hardships, those poor Frenchmen made beautiful 
models, including boxes and ships, using their knives (each 
prisoner had a knife) out of the readily available material of 
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fruitwood and bone, and some drew finely detailed graffiti 
images, particularly of their ships, on the walls.

Disease was, understandably, rife with cholera, typhus, 
diphtheria, and pneumonia adding to the omnipresent lice. 
Around 1000 men died, buried on The Plain. Sadly, there was 
incidence of murdering prisoners, not least by militiaman 
John Bramson in 1761, who discharged his musket, loaded 
(dangerously even to himself) with three balls, into two 
prisoners in the garden. One died within four days, the other 
in eleven days, from dreadful wounds. Prisoners were often 
held at bay by long bayonets, without becoming seriously 
injured, so could be patched up quickly.

At the end of this sorry period, there was repatriation, 
unfortunately no joyous matter, their writings home having 
been censored by the Admiralty in London, many letters 
never reaching France. Thus, a man would return home, only 
to discover that, presumed dead, he had been replaced by a 
new husband and subsequent children, so was not welcome 
back into the family fold.

The Elizabethan mansion of Sissinghurst fell into disrepair, 
was vandalised, burnt, and had fragments removed: it was 
finally demolished around 1800 for materials needed in other 
construction work. Currently, a book issue, its title “The 
Society of Prisoners”, is anticipated in October 2019, its 
author being Frenchman Renaud Morieux, Fellow of Jesus 
College, Cambridge.  This should make for an interesting 
read.

One may wonder how Britain had arrived at this 18th century 
position of power and influence over its old adversary. The 
main reasons for such success could be advanced as:

 ● the genius of her Prime Minister (William Pitt  
    the Elder),

 ● the success of Robert Clive in Bengal (Plassey),

 ● the success of James Wolfe at Quebec, Canada,

 ● the success of Edward Hawke over the French  
    fleet at Quiberon Bay, 

 ● the success of the military over the French at  
     the Battle of Minden,

 ● the Royal Navy’s capture/sinking of 1100  
     vessels, and taking of 37,000 prisoners

 ●  the huge colonial empire which Britain had  
     accumulated.

Thankfully, the Sissinghurst Castle experience for those 
unfortunate French prisoners (truly Les Misérables) is now 
consigned to history, maybe little-known. Acknowledging 
Peter Mellor’s illustrative talk, we can thankfully leave the 
brutal militia, inhospitable prison conditions and unsavoury 
nature of personal hygiene to the 18th century, and, without 
forgetting what happened there, enjoy Sissinghurst Castle as 
it is today, a delightful National Trust property and grounds 
awaiting our regular visits.

Stefan Gatward 

October 2019:

Manipulating Monarchs:  Image and 
Propaganda in the Reigns of Henry VII, 

Henry VIII and Elizabeth I
by Dr. Julia Cruse

Contrary to what we may imagine, in these ‘media-savvy’ 
days, the cultivation of image is no recent matter: before 
the camera was invented, royalty and the upper classes 
commissioned portraits, keen to show themselves to fullest 
advantage. One even comes across the concept of one’s 
‘better side’ (of the face), although Oliver Cromwell, for all 
his faults, in requesting ‘warts and all’, presumably preferred 
realism to artistic licence.

Similarly, propaganda, as a term, has overtones of terrible 
times in Europe during a dark period of the 20th  century, 
yet was far from unknown to our forebears, who tried to 
show themselves (to potential rivals in particular) as rich, 
powerful, and manly.

Julia fed us brief historical facts, while introducing a number 
of portraits relating to the reigns of the three major Tudor 
monarchs as relevant examples of image and propaganda.

Henry VII, as king, was somewhat insecure, lacking true 
entitlement to the throne, 
so strove to develop his 
position. Unduly criticised 
as parsimonious, holding 
on to his money, he brought 
peace, prosperity, and 
economies to the House 
of Tudor, spending wisely, 
in order to showcase his 
image, significantly in 
his expenditure on the 
marriage of Prince Arthur 
to Catherine of Aragon. He 
had also been wise in his 
own marriage to Elizabeth 

of York, in uniting the opposing Houses of Lancaster and 
York. 

His early portraits, from around 1500 and 1505, were 
unglamorous, yet a later allegorical painting, intended as a 
possible altarpiece, showed him, relatively idealised, with his 
wife and all seven children, although three of those children 
had died when young.

He concerned himself with improving palaces (Baynard’s 
Castle, Greenwich Palace, and Richmond Palace) and 
religious houses, and sought to see his lineage represented at 
Windsor; he added the Lady Chapel to Westminster Abbey, 
and used imagery in the embellishment of these various 
buildings: the portcullis (a powerful symbol nowadays), 
the red dragon, Tudor rose, greyhound and hawthorn bush 
(supposedly whence he retrieved Richard III’s crown on 
Bosworth Field) - big, powerful, visual images.

c 1545
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crown, robes of hues implying purity, and wretched broken 
Spanish galleons: England enjoyed a pre-eminent position, 
her queen illustrating that pre-eminence.  Around four 
years later, Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger, in his Ditchley 
Portrait, shows Elizabeth as ‘Gloriana’, the personification 
of Glory, generous, not vengeful, standing on a globe. A 
decade later, Isaac Oliver is attributed with the Rainbow 
Portrait, revealing a pronouncedly feminine queen in low-
cut dress, with a snake, symbolic of wisdom, and the queen’s 
dress embroidered with ears and lips suggesting she hears all, 
sees all, and knows all that is going on. Nicholas Hilliard’s 
miniature of Elizabeth, aged 66 (c1600) is by no means 
flattering, yet, once again, we encounter a queen who is 
wealthy as well as chaste.

A markedly different History lesson this, combining itself 
with Art and the interpretation of those conventions employed 
in art, from which we can identify the development of the cult 
of image, signs and symbols, control of words, ‘airbrushing’, 
the distortion of truth, etc., all of which, in 2019, colour our 
everyday experience.

Stefan Gatward

Thank you, Stefan, for these three reviews which bring back 
good memories of three very varied talks.  Also, as always, 
thank you to Arthur who manages to find such enthralling 
speakers. 

*****

News from the Centre
The Centre is invariably a busy place and proves 
unequivocally that there is an ever-increasing interest 
in the history of Wadhurst and its environs, alongside 
more international topics.  The archiving and cataloguing 
of the Hawkhurst Smugglers Collection is now almost 
complete and the Bocking Collection is about 60% of the 
way to its finish.  The photographs of the latter are all 
indexed and are in frequent use whilst we are now well 
on with the documents.  Once we have indexed those, we 
have the artefacts to tackle and this could mean bringing 
in outside experts to tell us more about individual items.

Thanks to Rachel’s untiring work, many people become 
extremely well-informed having communicated via 
internet, or in person, abstruse questions about their 
ancestry.  Sometimes that ‘phone never seems to stop.  

Once the exhibition was over, it took some time to replace 
all the exhibits in their rightful or new storage areas but 
it is all shipshape again though becoming more and more 
crowded.

Above all, following a very long period of delay, we have 
sent the text and illustrations for the new publication to 
the printers.  For numerous reasons, this has been a much 
more complicated project than was anticipated but, at 
last, we think we are nearly there so it should be available 
in time for Christmas. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Henry VIII is more easily recognisable to us, from Holbein’s 
classic depiction from 1536, while Eworth’s 1545 rendition 
shows a stout king standing ‘four square’: these the Henry 
VIII which we recognise from theatre, film, and television, 
a large, strong, powerful, well-dressed monarch. A dynasty 
portrait cartoon copy, commissioned by the Stuart monarch, 
Charles II, set in a 1537 mural, fully allegorical, shows 
Henry VII and Elizabeth of York with Henry VIII and Jane 
Seymour. It is completed by a central panel inscribing, in 
Latin, Henry VIII’s assertion of his father’s successes being 
outdone by his own in driving out his father’s ministers and 
restoring the Church of England as the established religion. 
A further allegorical painting, from around 1545, presents 
us with the family of Henry VIII, not from real life, bearing 
dynastic elements and ancillary symbols (Mother Jak and 
Wil Somers).

Elizabeth I, Henry VIII’s daughter by Anne Boleyn, was 
fully aware of the power of presentation, wishing to record, in 
the c1574/75 Pelican Portrait of Nicholas Hilliard, a sense of 
pious sacrifice for her country, the imagery here of a mother 
pelican feeding her young with blood which she stabs from 
her breast [in Christian art, the pelican is associated with 
Christ’s giving of Himself in the Eucharist]. The Darnley 
Portrait, dating from about the same time, done from life, 
shows a more upright, masculine-looking queen. In 1570, 
13 years after his death, a painting of The Family of Henry 
VIII associates Philip and Mary with the aspect of War, while 
Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Elizabeth I represent Peace and 
Plenty.

Also around 1575/76, 
Nicholas Hilliard’s Phœnix 
Portrait includes pearls, 
illustrative of wealth, purity 
and virginity, this theme 
of a chaste, virgin queen 
(Elizabeth is known to 
history as the Virgin Queen) 
continuing in the 1583 Sieve 
Portrait by Quentin Metsys 
the Younger, the sieve 
alluding to a Roman vestal 
virgin account, and also, 
on the curtains, is further 

imagery of Æneas and Dido. The 1565 Ermine Portrait of 
Nicholas Hilliard depicts that animal (the stoat when white), 
symbolising royalty, inasmuch as regal garments are trimmed 
with ermine fur.

The defeat of the Spanish Armada of 1588 (not least, thanks 
to appalling weather conditions) saw George Gower use the 
globe as a symbol of world dominance, together with the 

1565
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West Dean gardens were delightful and we had plenty of 
time to wander and marvel at the ‘proper’ old-fashioned 
greenhouses crammed with magnificent plants and the 
pergolas, and walks.  Being able to sit on the terrace to enjoy 
coffee etc (the turmeric confection proved an unexpected 
beverage – for some not repeatable, perhaps) and later, 
light lunches and refreshments was a real bonus before we 
returned to the coach to make our way to the Roman Villa 
at Bignor. 

As a consequence of the talk we had enjoyed by Brian Braby 
in January when he had told us about the Romans in Britain, 
we decided we would make that one of our trips at some 
point.   Quite a few of our party had visited the Roman Villa 
at Fishbourne but we took Brian’s advice  about discovering 
Bignor and found that this site  is equally fascinating but very 
different.  

It is less sophisticated and one can actually imagine living 
there.   Because one can have a close-up view of the mosaics, 
we could really appreciate their intricacy and we could also 
gain some idea of the size of the villa partly through the lay-
outs within the building but also by looking out through the 
window to see the format of the original structures in the 
grass areas outside. 

Thank you, Anthony, for a really lovely day out.

*****

Our next meeting on Thursday 12th December starts with 
our only formal session of about 20 – 25 minutes when we 
hold our compulsory Annual General Meeting.  This is the 
opportunity for you all to learn about the technical business of 
the Society and to understand what is involved with running 
it.  We are a small Committee and we would appreciate it, 
therefore, if you would all come and join us that evening 
to support our efforts and also so that we may thank you 
for your loyalty and interest.  After the formalities, we shall 
recharge the glasses of mulled wine and consume some more 
mince pies, and then enjoy the Christmas Entertainment with 
the charming Katharine Collett who last delighted us when 
telling us about Edwardian entertaining. 

The Agenda for 2019 will be the same as for last year.

We asked for questions and here 
are some of those so far received:

Did your parents or grandparents tell you about these?   
Information, please.

1. What are the origins of these local names?  
 Are they named after people, events or what?

  Faircrouch Lane
  Brinkers Lane
  Cockmount Lane?

2. Washwell/Sheepwash Lane:  When were the 
names changed and which came first?  Why were 
they changed?  Or.............?

3. The story goes that the village well used to be in 
the banking down Blacksmiths Lane past Little Pell 
Farm i.e. between the bend and Keepers Cottage.  
This was where all the villagers apparently had 
to get their fresh water. (Presumably this means 
from Wadhurst “Town” and not Durgates, Best 
Beech etc.).  Have you heard of this?  Are there any 
photographs?  Any stories?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A Day trip to West Dean 
and Bignor Roman Villa, West Sussex.

Anthony Cosham had agreed to organise his first ever trip for 
the Wadhurst History Society with some trepidation but he 
managed things superbly, even down to the perfect weather.  
It really did prove to be a brilliant day with our excellent 
driver, Adrian, displaying the most extra-ordinary driving 
skills as he had to negotiate the narrow twisting lanes and 
sharp bends of deepest Sussex.  The one thing Anthony had 
not thought of was that Goodwood was staging their major 
festival on that very week-end so hardly any of the main 
roads were available to us.  It did not matter one iota.

Photograph by Rosemary Collins

Photograph by Heather Woodward  
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Herewith please find the Minutes of last year’s meeting and the audited accounts for this year.  

Please bring this Newsletter with you as no further copies will be available on the evening.

Minutes of the 15th  Annual General Meeting of the Wadhurst History Society

held on 

Wednesday, 12th December 2018 in the Commemoration Hall, Wadhurst

1.  48 members attended plus one guest.  Apologies for absence were received from Gill James, Joan Grace, Val Tunbridge, 
Ron and Judith Henderson, Rosemary Collins, Sheila Mansfield, Philip and Madelyn Meredith, Margaret Anderman and 
Brenda Oakeshott.

2.   The Acceptance of the Minutes of the AGM on Wednesday, 13th December 2017 were agreed unanimously, proposed 
by John Phipson, seconded by Martin Turner and signed by the Chairman, Heather Woodward, who welcomed those 
present and thanked them for coming.

3.   Chairman’s Report: (full report attached to main copy) The Chairman confirmed that although the membership had 
decreased slightly, new members were being signed up and the attendance at the monthly talks bolstered by good visitor 
numbers.   Arthur’s Talks Programme had been stimulating, varied and of high quality.   The Trustees found that the 
Society is financially sound but there is too much responsibility being placed on a small number of office holders with 
no new blood volunteering to help or take over.   The year saw a successful supper evening with Downton Revisited 
and a well-attended one-day exhibition to mark the 65th Anniversary of the Queen’s Coronation.   Wonderful weather for 
our July Garden Party, kindly held in the beautiful garden of Sue and Roy Heaton, was further enhanced by the Brass 
Band playing Happy Birthday to our centenarian member, Roma Ogilvy Watson, followed by the Red Arrows flying 
over in perfect formation!   The Society was represented at the November centenary Remembrance ceremony at the 
War Memorial, and had a stall at the late night Christmas shopping evening.   Unfortunately, lack of support forced the 
cancellation of the planned outing in September to Rochester and the Chairman apologised to Anthony who had done the 
research and tried to organise the day.

The Centre remained a hive of activity two days a week and at other times, the acquisition of a scanner generously 
financed by WoW had kept Ian and Anthony spending many hours scanning hundreds of photographs.   The Index cards 
were also on line now thanks to Ian’s expertise.   The conversion of the former Gents’ loos into a storage facility had 
greatly improved the space in the Centre and our thanks were particularly due to Chris Ring for the time and physical 
effort he put into finishing off that project. [ At that point a bowl of planted cyclamen was then presented to Chris.]   
Heather then continued to report that three newsletters have been circulated and our latest calendar was available for 
purchase.   In addition Arthur and Rachel had been researching and writing up a new publication “Wadhurst’s Princely 
Mansion – South Park” (later Wadhurst College) which would be published sometime in the New Year.   Later, in June 
we would be mounting an exhibition to mark the end of the Great War for which help from the membership would be 
appreciated.

Heather thanked the committee for all their efforts and drive as well as those who helped on Peta’s rotas for monthly 
meetings and Tuesday mornings at the Centre, particularly Angela Cosham, Ron Hockney and Roberta Goodman.

The recent rejection of the proposals for a new Commemoration Hall meant no purpose-built accommodation for the 
Society would be forthcoming but we continue with all types of projects, and social and fund raising activities as usual.   
However, we remain worried about the lack of younger members putting themselves forward to stand on the committee 
or help in other ways.   Being on the committee involves about 4-6 meetings a year and helping in the centre simply 
as a member would involve a similar number of mornings.  Our work is for future generations in Wadhurst not just for 
our entertainment and who knows, one day we may have a Wadhurst Museum.   In 2019 we would have Tony Harris 
returning in the guise of Sir Winston Churchill on Saturday, 27th April, and the earlier mentioned Exhibition takes place 
between 28th & 30th June.     

4.   Treasurer’s Report:  (accounts attached to main copy): Ian Adam-Smith reported a satisfactory Financial Year 
although membership subscriptions were slightly down and donations some £1000 less than the exceptional figure for 
2017.   Profit on publications is also considerably lower than previous years but saturation point has probably been reached 
in the village with some of our older books.   The normal Gift Aid rebate was not received before the year end depressing 
the income to £7602.   Expenditure continued to follow previous years but the decision to write off all the costs associated 
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with the conversion of the old gents’ toilets into a new storeroom added a further £2300 and resulted in a nominal deficit 
of £943.   In contrast the end of year cash balance rose from £10,958 to £11,668.   Looking ahead to the next financial 
year, printing costs as well as broadband and telephone charges are forecast to rise.   The lease for our premises is being 
renewed for a further five years but the rent will in future be increased annually in line with the percentage rise in the 
Consumer Price Index.   It is therefore more important than ever to increase our membership to offset the rise in costs.   
The acceptance of the Financial Report was unanimous, proposed by Stefan Gatward and seconded by John Phipson.

5.  Election of committee members: Brenda Preston was now standing down and we would miss her contribution 
greatly.  The remaining members of the Committee were prepared to continue with nobody new having been put forward 
to augment it.    Those standing for the Committee were therefore: 

   Chairman Heather Woodward

 Secretary Peta Hodges

 Treasurer Ian Adam-Smith

 Centre Manager Rachel Ring

 Talks Organiser Arthur Dewar

 Outings           -

 Fund-raising events          -

 Other members Anthony Cosham

  Joan Grace

The election of the Committee was approved unanimously by the meeting, proposed by Judith Whiteman and seconded 
by Sheila Edwards.   David James and John Phipson were retained as independent trustees.  David James then addressed 
the meeting in order to thank Heather Woodward for her continued guidance as Chairman and thanked her on behalf of 
the membership for everything that she has done for the Society. 

6. A.O.B. There being no further matters to discuss and no ideas for events or fund-raising suggested by the nembership, 
the meeting was closed at 8.26 pm.

Signed …………………………….………………………………………………….

    

         Chairman 

                                                                                      Thursday, 12th December 2019                                           

PH/23.01.19
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Wadhurst History Society
Accounts for the 12 months ended 31st August 2019

Income
2017-18 2018-19

Membership Fees 2187.50 2205.50
Guests and Meeting raffle 463.10 270.60
Income from Tabard Room 567.50 310.00
Profit/Loss on Events & Outings 1650.32 1365.48
Profit/Loss on Publications 547.97 810.47
Profit/Loss on Refreshments 173.08 189.54
Gift Aid 0.00 307.33
Donations Received 2013.48 1 161 .00

Total Income 7602.95 6619.92

Expenditure
Equipment 231 .00
Archive Material 120.00 100.00
Artifacts & Library 123.61 312.02
Hire of Venues 440.00 424.00
Insurance and advertising 155.00 135.00
Miscellaneous 44.00 4.93
Postage 37.99 50.21
Stationery 266.91 233.66
Speakers 911 .20  981.35 
Donations made 30.00 30.00
Tabard Room/IT Costs 2636.28 3191 .22
Lease renewal 420.00
New Storeroom 2320.40 533.73
Adjustment 269.00
Depreciation 1 191 .94 893.90

 8546.33 7541 .02

Deficit for the year

Balance sheet

Assets

-943.38 -921.10

Floats 40.00 40.00
Stock (books & wine) 1362.83 1246.92
Equipment at cost 17419.95 17419.95

less depreciation 13844.29
3575.66

14738.19
2681.76

Cash at bank - current a/c 1 1668.18 1 1216.89
Total assets

Liabilities

16646.67 15185.57

Creditors 1280.00 740.00
Net Assets 15,366.67
Notes
1. Stock: Books are valued at cost less 75%. To compensate for two slow-moving publications their value has been reduced by a further 

£l 388 and Wine is valued at cost.
2. Equipment:  (i) Items costing less than £500 are written off in the year of purchase.

  Depreciation of items of £2500 or more is 25% of the reducing balance.

3. Tabard Room Costs: Include rent, telephone and broadband access plus the purchase of small items.
4. Creditors                  includes £2500 donated to upgrade IT facilities.

          Signed:                                  Signed:
 l. Adam-Smith (Treasurer) A. Willats (Examiner)
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in Scatho Road Cemetery, Grimsby.

Jack’s mother learnt of her son’s bravery in a letter from 
HMS CHESTER’s captain:

His devotion to duty was an example for us all. 
The wounds which resulted in his death within a 
short time were received in the first few minutes 
of the action.  He was the only one in such an 
exposed position but he felt he might be needed, 
and, indeed, he might have been; so he stayed 
there, standing and waiting, under heavy fire, 
with just his own brave heart and God’s help 
to support him. I cannot express to you my 
admiration of the son you have lost from this 
world.  No other comfort would I attempt to give 
to the mother of so brave a lad, but to assure her 
of what he was, and what he did, and what an 
example he gave.

It was three months later that the Captain of HMS 
CHESTER described the events relating to his ship at the 
Battle of Jutland to the Admiralty.  The Admiralty were 
so impressed that Jack was immediately commended for 
the highest honour possible – the Victoria Cross.  His 
body was exhumed and was buried at a state funeral with 
full military honours in Manor Park Cemetery.  A few 
months later, his father died from bronchial catarrh while 
on active service with the Royal Defence Corps and was 
placed in the same grave as his son. 

Every year a memorial service is held in his honour by 
the Manor Park Branch of the Royal British Legion in 
association with the Royal Naval Association.        

~~~~~

The Grimsby Hospital where Jack was treated was 
knocked down and a new one built with one of the wards 
named after him.  There is also a Jack Cornwell Street 
and a pub – if it is still standing – the ‘Victoria Cross’.  
One of the houses at the Devonport Training Barracks 
is Cornwell House and the Boy Scouts Association 
instituted the Cornwell Badge in his memory.

What is not so well known is that three other Victoria 
Crosses were also awarded for bravery at the Battle 
of Jutland.  Commander Loftus Jones, captain of the 
destroyer HMS SHARK which was sunk, received his 
posthumously.  Likewise Major Francis Harvey RN, 
commander of a turret on the battle cruiser, HMS Lion, 
which was badly damaged. Commander Barry Bingham, 
captain of the destroyer HMS NESTOR which was sunk, 
survived the war as a Prisoner of War.

Sheila Edwards 

More and more of you are exploring further into history 
and finding the research of it fascinating.  Thank you, 
Sheila, for that article and now Anthony has compiled 
some interesting local facts which residents of Wadhurst 
may have forgotten or perhaps never known.

More of Interest
One item in our June Exhibition marking the signing of the 
Treaty of Versailles particularly caught the attention of Sheila 
Edwards.  It was about JACK CORNWELL and his being 
awarded a posthumous VC at the Battle of Jutland.  She has 
written with further information and background details.  
To her contribution has been added more information from 
other sources:

Jack Cornwell was not 
the youngest person to be 
awarded the VC.  That went 
to a younger boy who was 
less then 16 years old in a 
campaign in China in the 
late 19th century. [There is 
an opportunity for someone 
to do some research.]

JOHN (Jack) CORNWELL 
was born on 8th January 
1900 at Clyde Cottage, 
Clyde Place, Leyton which 
at that time was in Essex.

In 1910, the family moved to Alverstone Road and he 
attended Walton Road School, which, in 1929, was 
renamed Jack Cornwell School.  He was a Boy Scout 
and, after leaving school, worked as a van boy for Brooke 
Bond.

In August 1914, Jack volunteered for the Navy but was 
turned down on grounds of his age.  However, in July 
1915, he was able to join up as a Boy 2nd Class and did 
his training at the Naval Barracks at Devonport.  He 
was promoted to Boy 1st Class in February 1916 and 
completed training in May 1916.  He was then posted to 
the newly commissioned light cruiser, HMS CHESTER 
which joined the Battle Fleet at Scapa Flow as part of 
Admiral Beatty’s North Sea Squadron.

The Battle of Jutland commenced on 31st May 1916 and 
Jack was the sight-setter on the forward 5.5” turret gun 
when a German shell hit the turret.  

In his book Great Britain’s Great War, Jeremy Paxman 
provides further detail: 

Seventeen shells hit HMS CHESTER within 
three minutes wrecking all but one of her guns.  
When the ship reached sufficient safety for an 
inspection to be carried out, Boy Cornwell was 
discovered standing in his gun turret awaiting 
orders, at an exposed post until the action was 
over, with a shard of metal protruding from his 
chest.  The rest of the crew were dead. Jack was 
described as: ‘Faithful unto death’.

On 1st June, HMS CHESTER was ordered to the Humber 
as she had sustained severe damage with 29 killed and 49 
wounded.  Jack died of his wounds two days later in the 
local hospital before his mother was able to visit him, and 
he was buried in an ordinary war grave [a pauper’s grave] 
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Significant events in Wadhurst 
from 1959 to 2019, extracted from the 
Wadhurst History Society archives.

Sunday 25 January 1959
In Wadhurst Parish Church, a Service of Dedication was 
held for the new Memorial Screen and Porch Furnishings. 
The Dedication was made by the Lord Bishop of Chichester 
the Right Reverend Roger Plumpton Wilson D.D.  [cf. full 
details in Newsletter of November 2013].

Thursday 21 August 1969
In St George’s Hall, George Street, the Women’s Institute of 
Tidebrook and Beech Hill and Sparrows Green held a supper 
to celebrate their Golden Jubilee.

Thursday 26 July 1979 
At the top of Washwell Lane fire swept through the 150-year-
old barn owned by Cheesman and Newington. In the biggest 
blaze in the village for 20 years, the Barn was totally 
destroyed but thankfully both the Commemoration Hall and 
the White Hart were saved. Two firemen were hurt whilst 
fighting the fire.

Sunday 3 September 1989
In the Parish Church the Royal British Legion – Group 
Eleven  – held a service to commemorate the 50th Anniversary 
of the outbreak of the second World War. The Reverend F. W. 
Butler, Group Padre, presided at the service.

October 1999
Budgens Stores Ltd drew up plans to purchase and redevelop 
the existing Gobles shop (now Jackie Martel).

July 2009
At the meeting of the Highways, Transportation and Lighting 
Committee of Wadhurst Parish Council the first controversial 
matter to be discussed was the proposed pedestrian crossing 
in the High Street between Columbine Cleaners and Wealden 
Whole Foods. This was a matter for the County Council 
which had drawn up the plans.

August 2019
The owners of Weald Hall Care Home in Mayfield Lane gave 
their staff and 19 elderly residents short notice that the Home 
would close. The residents were required to be out by the end 
of August. Residents were left distressed and confused.

Ref: K & S Courier 23 August 2019

Anthony Cosham

 The Clock House
This article written by Paul Hartley was published in the 
Focus magazine of July 1968. 

One building literally standing out in the High Street is the 
Clock House.  Within living memory, this shop was always 
the centre in Wadhurst for timepieces of all types remaining 
in the same family for over eighty years.  Previously it was 
a grocer’s shop.

Originally at the beginning of the 19th century, there was a 
Newington, Watchmaker, at the White House by the Church 
gate in Middle Row.  Several of the buildings in Middle 
Row, the block between the Church Street and the main 
road, have been constructed on the sites of some of the most 
interesting old houses and shops in Wadhurst of which little 
is now known.

In addition to Newington’s, there was in Middle Row about 
1800, a Beershop, the yard and workshop of John Wallis 
and the town workhouse.  Opposite this, where the modern 
surgery now stands, was the jail or Lock-Up, often referred 
to as the Cage.  A little lower down stood the old Market 
Hall.

To return to the Clockhouse, little seems to be known before 
it was put to use as a shop. In fact the explanation for the 
overhang and its long narrow shape running back from the 
street is that it was originally the barn and stables of the house 
we know as the Vicarage.  Recently, whilst redecorating 
the interior of the building, hardseed grains of corn were 
found embedded in the walls, indicating that the upper floor 
was a grain store for the large house next door. Another 
interesting discovery has been the finding by John Bishop of 
an Elizabeth I sixpence, dated 1573.  This was lying in the 
window frame of a brick outbuilding, possibly placed there 
by the builder as was the custom of the time or mislaid by an 
unfortunate labourer.

The then Vicarage merits an article to itself.  It was not used 
until 1780.  Until then Vicars of Wadhurst had to find lodgings 
at one or other of the great houses in the town.  It is not 
clear when the Clock House came into separate ownership.  
Certainly the Clock House may be one of the earliest 
conversions of a farm building into living accommodation.  
Was the price as high then as it is today for a converted oast 
house!

Paul Hartley.

[Perhaps the afore-mentioned John Bishop will be able to 
tell us a little bit more about the Clock House and its history 
to be incorporated in a later Newsletter. = HINT, John]

Meanderings

As a History Society, we are often looking back to the past 
but we also have to recognise current changes which have 
profound effects on the community and will continue to affect 
it in the future.  So many of us complain about the snarl-up of  
traffic today but, of course, we have to acknowledge that if 
there had not been that aeroplane disaster in 1956 which led 
to the loss of one side of the High Street, it would have been a 
whole different situation now.  We would still probably have 
had an old Elizabethan Hotel very close to the carriageway 
and no HGVs able to thunder through, anyway.  We can no 
doubt think of other consequences of that disastrous day.

Rachel Ring has been recording, with real concern, some 
more recent changes which could have lasting implications 
for Wadhurst.   From these facts, future generations will know 
precisely when major developments have been introduced 
and will be able to gauge their effects.  They make interesting 
areas for discussion:
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Not everyone manages to attend our Meetings in the 
Commemoration Hall, where they can pick up their 
Newsletters.  From now on, after the Newsletters have been 
displayed and picked up, in order to avoid a monumental 
postage cost, please collect your Newsletter from Carillon 
Cottage. OR ask a neighbour/friend if they would mind 
bringing your copy home for you.

Notes from the Editor.
The next Newsletter should appear in March/April 2020.  
Please submit comments, ideas, information and articles 
for inclusion and also any questions that you may have.  
Also can we have some answers to the questions in this 
Newsletter.   Such contributions should be sent to The  
Editor,  Chequers,   Stone   Cross   Road,   Wadhurst TN5 
6LR   or   e-mailed   to   handew@waitrose.com  before 
Monday 10th February 2020.

Wadhurst’s population is destined to increase by 20% over 
the next decade but how is the community going to serve 
such a large growth, not least as regards the doctors and the 
schools, and we all know about parking issues!
We have lost the following services over the last two years:

     Lloyds Bank   September 2017
    Old Post Office  2017
   (now Wadhurst Stationers)
     National Westminster Bank June 2018
     Wadhurst Tip   2018
     Weald Hall Residential Home 2019

 Add these closures:
     The Art Shop                   2017  
        (now housed in Wadhurst Stationers)
     Electrical Shop   
     Crittles, Greengrocers 
     Turkish Barbers  2019
     L.A. Hair   August 2019
  
And very recently the Wadhurst Scouts are being merged 
with those in Ticehurst - so what will there be for the 
youngsters to do?  And, now making national headlines, 
Barclays Bank customers will not be allowed to withdraw 
cash from Post Offices (viz Jempsons) – though that has 
already hit the national headlines so maybe that will not 
happen.  Would such a proposal be the death knell for all the 
Banks in due course?

All this in such a short period of time and with their closures 
there has been a fall in people shopping in the village.  And 
other unanticipated consequences.  

Rachel Ring

FINALLY – ONE FOR YOU

Please how many names and identities for 
this photograph can you provide?  Answers 
to HVOW as soon as you like so that we can 

archive this as completely as possible.

This press-cutting is of the Wadhurst Parish Church 
Harvest Supper on 8th October 1965 

(or it might be 1968).

PLEASE SEND IN WADHURST-RELATED OR 
GENERAL HISTORY QUESTIONS!

Publications:  Besides all our other nine books:

Wadhurst’s Princely Mansion – South Park will be 
published in December 2019.

All our publications are available at WHS meetings, from the 
Centre on Tuesday mornings, and from Barnett’s Bookshop.  
They make excellent gifts for current and former residents 
of Wadhurst.

Adding to our various greetings cards, notelets and postcards, 
we now also have to following items for sale:

· Two new postcards:  Sussex by the Sea and Celia Turner’s      
linocut of Wadhurst 50p each

· Notepads (25 pages) of paintings from a previous
 WHS calendar (very useful) £2.

· Mounted pictures of Wadhurst  £4.

· AND the 2020 WHS calendar (long format)               £7.

To see more of our archives, consult

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org
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